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Headteacher’s
Message
Well done to
Year 11 and
13 students
who continue
to work hard
during their external
examination season. They
have done brilliantly so
far and the end is in sight.
Keep going!
Meanwhile Year 7-10
and 12 are all incredibly
busy. Recent newsletters,
with this week’s being
no exception, highlight
the amazing range of
opportunities our students
have had. A special
mention to Science.
As one of our highest
performing subject
areas, and in line with the
academic history of the
school it is wonderful to
hear about our student’s

success. Congratulations
to the students who have
completed the Crest
award, a significant and
prestigious international
award for science; and
this on top of the Year
10 challenge in biology,
chemistry and physics.
Given these kinds of
opportunities it is no
surprise that the three
Science A-levels are
some of our most popular
courses in P16 Select
with Barr’s Hill students
routinely progressing to
top universities to study
medicine, engineering and
other scientific disciplines.
Finally a few reminders
at this busy time of
year. Your child will have
information about Inspire
Week. Please do make
sure they have responded,
we are passionate that no
child misses out on trips
or activities. If the cost is

a barrier, please do talk
to the Hub team, we will
do all we can to help and
reduce costs. The final
Pride Showcase Day of
the year is Wednesday
13th July and information
will come out soon
about arranging your
appointments. The day
will be in person and
will include a range of
activities including mock
interviews, speeches and
wider opportunities for
students. Lastly, tickets
are all gone for our final
celebration event, this year
being held at Central Hall.
We are looking forward
to celebrating publicly our
students success this year.
Mr C Jupp

Bridge Students Visit Go Ape
A small group of our Bridge students spent the afternoon at Go Ape Adventure and had an amazing
time on treetop ropes, swings and zip-lines. This particular group of students received a Golden
Ticket for going above and beyond last half term and consistently showing PRIDE both in and
outside of school.

Biology, Chemistry & Physics
Year 10 Challenge
Congratulations to everyone in Year 10 Triple Science who competed in the chemistry, biology and
physics challenge. Over 10,000 students from across 100 schools in the UK were involved.
Special congratulations to the following students who achieved awards:

Gold: Theodoro T (Physics & Chemistry), Muhammad N (Chemistry)
Silver: Keanu B (Biology & Physics), Millie M (Physics & Chemistry), Rylan P(Physics),
Pharrell S (Physics), Aaron S (Physics), Moneeb M (Chemistry), Makenzi-Shei W (Chemistry)

Bronze: Asmaa A (Physics), Hannah A (Physics), Emmanuela A (Physics), Elyass D (Physics),
Amed D (Physics & Chemistry), Makda D (Physics), Maisie M (Physics), Katie M (Physics),
Moneeb M (Physics), Aliya M (Physics & Chemistry), Deen M (Physics), Muhammad N (Physics),
Alin-Valentin P (Physics & Chemistry), Jacob S (Physics & Chemistry), Akilan S (Physics & Bology),
Abishan T (Physics), Masseh W (Physics), Makenzi-Shei W (Physics), Pharrell S (Biology)

Bronze CREST Award
Congratulations to Hannah A, Theodoro T, Alin-Valentin P, Moneeb M, Harelz R, Layann A and
Pramudya Y who achieved the Bronze CREST Award. The CREST Award is an international award
where students complete their own scientific research and present their findings to a high standard.

Careers in Focus

15 of our Year 9 students jumped headfirst into the new half term with a 3 day offsite Leadership in
Focus workshop hosted and delivered by IntoUniversity. Throughout the three days students learnt
about different leadership styles, the theory of growth and fixed mindset and how this could affect
leadership and participated in teambuilding activities that allowed them to display their leadership
styles. Students also took time to identify the characteristics they thought were most valuable
for leadership and identified effective leaders in their lives. It was great to see students gain an
understanding of leadership theory and applying it to their practice. We can’t wait to see you apply
your new and developed leadership skills to your studies.

West Midlands Schools County Championships
Last weekend Emmanuela A Year 10 and Reece C Year 9 competed in the West Midlands Schools
County Championships having qualified by winning their races at District Championships some
weeks back. Emmanuela was first to get the ball rolling in a straight 100m final in her second year
at West Midlands Schools. Emmanuela wanted to improve on her 9th place finish from last years
race in a time of 14.2. She didn’t only improve on that performance but completely obliterated it
placing second by a whisker with a
time of 12.23, her third time under the national qualifying time. This resulted in an invite to the
Mason Trophy competition where she will be going in ranked 18th in the UK !
Reece C perhaps thought this was a tough act to follow, however he attacked the race like a pro.
Reece took the U15 boys 300m race from gun to tape winning by around 30 meters with a blistering
time of 38.2s. This ranks Reece 19th in the UK rankings whichh can be found at: www.thepowerof10.
info. The regional round will be this Saturday 18th June and we are all behind Reece getting his
national qualifying time and Emmanuela getting closer to that sub 12 barrier. Good Luck both!

Oxbridge Programme

On Tuesday 14th June, 19 Year 9 & 10 students on our Oxbridge Programme travelled to Oxford
University for a visit to Keble College. They day started with a highly informative session
explaining the ins and outs of applying to Oxbridge (Oxford or Cambridge University), the
differences between these universities and others in the country outlining the courses and
experience on offer to students. They also touched on student finance and the best techniques
to conduct effective university and course research. We were then joined by two current Oxford
students, including Kajaanan Vijitharan, former Barr’s Hill student, for a Q&A session. Our students
asked a range of questions gaining deeper understanding on the decision and application process
through to life at Oxford. A tour of Keble college followed with students then having lunch in the
longest dining hall at Oxford.
Our afternoon session began with an Oxplore taster workshop where students were asked to
ponder life’s big questions posed by academics and students at Oxford before devising their own
and debating all sides of the argument within the group. To close our day we again joined
Kajaanan at his college – Mansfield – for a personal tour. It was great for students to see the
differences between a very traditional college in Keble and the more modern offering at Mansfield.
Kajaanan said “it has been great having students from Barr’s Hill here at Oxford and being
able to show them around my new home. It’s amazing that the school is offering opportunities
to visit universities to students in Year 9 & 10, it’s really important to allow students to get a
feel for the environment they could potentially be studying in. I’m looking forward to seeing
more and more Barr’s Hill alumni studying here at Oxford in the future.”
It was a brilliant day for our students who approached the day with an open mind ready to learn
all they could from the experience. Oxford staff praised our students for the way they represented
themselves and Barr’s Hill and were impressed with the knowledge and confidence they had in their
chosen career paths.

Changing Climates Festival
Barr’s Hill students performed to an audience of 300 at Coventry’s Belgrade Theatre last week, as
part of the Changing Climates Festival. Organised by the top Physical Theatre company in the UK,
our students devised, rehearsed and delivered a story about female empowerment in Kenya.
The students took guidance from real theatre professionals including stage and lighting managers
to produce what was easily the most exciting performance of the night. Thank you to all that took
part, and to our resident theatre company, Highly Sprung.

Casual Exam Invigilators Wanted
We are seeking to appoint additional invigilators to join our examination team at Barr’s Hill
School. We are looking for reliable, enthusiastic and flexible individuals. This role is to oversee
and supervise examinations as necessary throughout the school year. The successful candidates
will also ensure that guidelines and regulations for the integrity and security of the examination
papers and procedures are followed during examination sessions
Applicants will need to demonstrate a commitment to teamwork and have effective
communication skills.
Working hours will be variable depending on the examination requirements, but will normally be
between 8.00am and 4:00pm.
£9.25 per hour

Student Book Review

This week’s review has been written by Zara H from 8H
Book: Checkmates
Zara says: I love this book because I loved to play chess and I still do. The son and the
grandfather try to create a bond with each other after school days which is a lovely
thing! If I had to rate this book I would give it 5 stars because I love the bond and
connection with the two people.
Rating: 5/5

Book of the Week
Alex in Wonderland by Simon James Green
ZPD: 4.7
Description: In the town of Newsands, painfully shy
Alex is abandoned by his two best friends for the
summer. But he unexpectedly lands a part-time job
at Wonderland, a run-down amusement arcade on
the seafront, where he gets to know the other teen
misfits who work there. Alex starts to come out of
his shell. Then as debtors close in on Wonderland,
and mysterious, threatening notes start to appear,
Alex and his new friends take it on themselves to
save their declining employer. But, like everything in
Wonderland, nothing is quite what it seems…
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